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The United States patent application Number 
624,129 fled July 22, 1932, relates to a multiple 
register machine, wherein the counting mecha 
nisms are brought into operative position rel 
atively to their driving means by a movable frame 
driven from a special source of power. Adjustable 
stops are provided for the selection of the count 
ing mechanisms and one of the stops is moved 
by hand, for instance by keys or by studs pre 
viously adjusted on the paper carriage or on 
another controlling member, into a position in 
which this stop arrests the counting mechanism 
frame in the operative position corresponding to 
the selected counting mechanism. 
The machine is adapted for column operations, 

wherein the items to be calculated are written suc 
cessively in horizontal rows and are received by 
different counting mechanisms whereby vertical 
columns are formed whose totals can be printed 
at the foot of the columns from the various count 
ing mechanisms. During these operations, the 
counting mechanisms or the adjustable stops inter 
alia may be operated by the lateral projection 
of the paper carriage or by the movement of an 
other controlling member which carries the studs. 
It is also possible to work with the machine equal 
ly as well and directly in vertical columns and to 
receive the individual items by different counting 
mechanisms by operating the latter as before 
either by means of keys or by the motion of the 
machine but controlling the sheet vertically and 
not horizontally. 
This invention relates to an improvement which 

resides in the fact that the counting mechanisms 
operate in dependence on the vertical control, 
that is to say the line spacing of the sheet to be 
printed and that when the sheet is adjusted with 
respect to the printing line either by means of 
keys or automatically by the machine, the cor 
responding counting mechanism will always be 
brought into operative position. It is immaterial 
whether the sheet or the writing roller is moved 
forward or backward. 
A constructional form of the machine accord 

ing to the invention is shown in the accompany 
ing drawings by way of example, in which, 

Figure 1 is a side elevation of the machine, 
partially in section; 

figures 2 and 3 are partial front elevations; 
Figure 4 shows the linebpacing mechanism; 
Figure 5 shows the arringement of the studs, 

and 
Figure 6 shows a working example. 
A machine, of which the present invention is 

1983, serial No. 683,838 
April 26, 1932 
(C 235-80) 

an improvement, is fully described in the above 
mentioned application Serial Number 624,129 
fled July 22, 1932. In the hereinafter described 
construction according to the present invention, 
the said machine is improved by a second alge 
braic accumulator whereby the utility of the ma 
chine is rendered more extensive. 
The control of the counting mechanisms is ar 

ranged in such a mpnner that the machine is 
adapted to work with the algebraic accumulators 
I and II (Fig. 1) separately or with both mech 
anisms simultaneously, these algebraic accumu 
lators being capable of calculating in the same 
direction or in opposite directions. The sixteen 
accumulators provided in a movable drum under 
the base plate may also be operated separately 
and also with each of the two algebraic accumu 
lators or also with both algebraic accumulators 
simultaneously. 

It is possible to print automatically from all 
accumulators totals and sub-totals including neg 
ative totals in the algebraic accumulators I and II 
and these totals may be transferred from one 
counting mechanism to the other counting mech 
anism in a known manner. 
The counting mechanisms are brought into 

Operative position by keys or automatically dur 
ing the motion of the machine by studs previously 
Secured to the paper carriage or another member. 

Studs 55 (Fig. 1) are the column stops which 
are adjusted on their guide rod in accordance 
with the sheet and limit the lateral movement of 
the paper carriage. The algebraic accumulators 
I and II are actuated by studs 56 during the lat 
eral movement of the paper carriage while the 
studs 57 adjust these accumulators either for 
addition or for subtraction. The studs 58 have 
for their object to disconnect the calculating 
Operation of the accumulators in the respective 
column. The lower studs 59 belong to the auto 
natic retraction of the carriage. The accuinu 
lators provided below the base plate of the ma 
chine are actuated by studs 34 previously secured 
to the paper carriage. The arrangement of these 
studs differs from that described in earlier ap 
plication above referred to in that the studs are 
mounted loosely in a cage which consists of two 
slotted plates 60, 61 secured between the side 
walls 62, 63. The studs have a projection 34' 
which prevents the studs from falling through 
the slots of the plates 60, 61. A slotted plate 64, 
which is adapted to move in the direction of the 
arrow above the plate 60, prevents the studs 34 
from jumping out upward. The plate 64 is held 
in the position shown in Figure 2 by a spring 
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{gag, asgow) Saadi is Gaova y Esayas a tale direc 
icia of the arro, it age staggs are to a retroved. 

in the displaced positicSA, the soils of the plate 
34 release the projection S4 of the studs so that 
the studs can be readily removed. 
The studs 34 cooperate with the projections 

33 of the double artin levers which are rotat 
soly Rounted on a CO320 eccentrically mounts 
edi saat 16. A spring 43 teads to put the double 
levers a downward u at the stop 44 cones in 
cGatact With a &gay grade plate 45. The up 
sight aetaber of this guide plate is provided with 
slots arough which tag adjustacle stops 22, 22d 
Garf which &R’s guided a tese slots. Tae 
383.8 22, 223 are greatinget stepwiga gad the stops 
23 alozng a G fast, Sir faith, etc. of the 
double arm evers a wise the Bower gtops 223 
833 Rosted on the geoEg, dart, sca etc. of 
the cicitle as a gives's 22. A chaig. 3, which is 
gigatively CO2 geges to 82 saccaragao dura, is 
Sigved gast the stog:3 So that its locking itembers 
53 coxae in CCAt&c., ii, he stogg 22 a.2d 22g as 
&c. &f3 he lastGs are adjusted. Caig arrange 
223Ra g g ?ciety e3e3d gas 3...Qe7 in Spa 
licatio 3agia Russex 333,38, Eichigory agaia 

QXSpaixa?ed aegist, ei engag & bets: Ayage 
gstScrg (of 3 Segaat Ventia. 

he eccegistic AS& 6 is rotataly gaolgated ia 
tae see Wats 3, 9 a.23 g rotated aroliga 180 
éggises toy &G tagged wagee S2 which is Exeyed 
Qi to 32 gas saf, v.2;gerey tag (guite leverg a 
853 aged G Sci as a GSX&eat that the geoectoag 
33832, againg, ag sists 34, 22@ acted wage 
32 is connected to C, af2's eve wica is rocked 

& Wiega gigsagigg 303 a kg agggiaugatc.: cocairo y 
EGS73 to 82a3Castic coast y &a gas 34. Eis 
assageSign ig deggs&cidae is tie earlier age 

estic Serial Rugiragg (334,139. 
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in the 3,502 glacWE, a gase 3, he ecceia. 
ific gas, 6 is signed Agwards so Seat; he geo 
jections S3 of the dgue eyes coage Singa 
f33cl (o the stads 34. According to tea Cave a 
tioã, coatiali(ga?henhagg glie arranged as owe Ese 
stads in ogreative position aged by Eleang of hege 
CORagoing gregates, the glads which readily . 
EROW3 gp and dowra in the slots of the plates (8), 3, 
are forced into the lower gosition winereira they 
act, Qata double leves and their projections 
33 respectively. Rie rai?es 8, 19 gecret Belov7 
the faschine site extended Spward and carry a 
(3SC33 piece 65 Which is careected to cotia fragaeg 
35R is provides with a gara 2ED7sadly ested again. 
CRA this cross piece, controlling rods (38, 39, 70 
SRad a 325e guided oga &ceW3 8, aged adapted to 
220Ve is a slots, the Eggar end of said gros eagg 
3Eat in such a saayaraas that a gour eggs of thege 

controlling rols are guided on E, entiagoa in 72 
gassing througia the sic:373. The atog gia T2 is 
&clied in the arra 63. Each coatiroag roi is 
tissway a spring 74 against a controlling men 
Ear 5 rovisied witia cans. This controlling 
Eneaber is rotatably Raounted on a bearing bolt 
6, whica is secured in the part 66, and is se 

cared to a toched wheel 7" which constantly en 
gages with a toothed wheel 78. 

atted in the airca 86. The said wheel is driven by 
a gqiara gha?t or spindle 79 which freely slides 
theretaro ga. Sais square sist is rotatably 
Eaouites between the gide was 32, 63 of the 
Eager Carriage and carries on its ef, end 80 a 
Sproclet wheel 8, over which as chain 82 passes, 
which is driven by a gecond sprocket, wheel. 33. 

The toothe 
wheel 78 is rotaiably Inounted in a bushing riv 

3,933,896 
84 or 84 between which the platen 85 is rotat 
&ily Eounted on the shaft 86. 
A toothed wheel 87 is mounted on the shaft 86. 

and drives a toothed wheel 89 through the me 
diurn of an intermediate wheel 88. The toothed 
wheel 88 is mounted on a bolt or pin 90 which is 
&ecured in the plate 84. The toothed wheel 89 is 
connected to a disk 9 and rotatably mounted on 
a shaft 92 which is also rotatably mounted be 
tween the plates 84 and 84'. The disk 91 is pro 
Wided On its periphery with notches 93 wherein 
a pawl 94 engages which is rotatably mounted 
at 95 on a hand lever 96. A pressure spring 97 
tends to hold the pawl 94 in constant engage 
ment with the notches 93. The pawl 94 is adapt 
ed to be disconnected from the disk 91 by the up 
per airin 98 which is designed as a handle. The 
lever 96 is securely fastened on the shaft. 92 
which is rotatably mounted between the plates 
84, 84', and the sprocket wheel 83 is also securely 
fastened on the said shaft, so that by operating 
the lever 96 both shafts 92 and sprocket wheel 
83 are rotated. It is obvious that by operating 
the lever 96 when the paw 94 is engaged, the cou 
pigg disk 9 will also be rotated and the platen 
85 will likewise be rotated through the medium 
of the toothed wheels 89, 88 and 87. When the 
had ever 98 is rocked in the direction of the 
arrow, the platen will thereby be rotated in the 
directioSa (fats arrow and the paper provided on 
the roles will be conveyed in this direction. Vice 
Wegg, 22 collaged lever 96 may also be moved 
by traing the platen by its hand wheel 99 be 

gositive. 
Whe operating the hand lever 96, the square 

a£8; 9 y also be rotated through the medium 
of the chair 82 and the toothed wheel 8 will also 
ce rotated which drives the toothed wheel 77 and 
the controlling Enenber 75 provided with cams. 

ging that the handle 96 is rocked in the di 
action of the arroty, the controlling member 75 
V7A & Fotiated in the direction of the arrow indi 
cited in Figure 1 through the medium of the 
chain 83 and the toothed wheels 78, 77. In this 
figure, the controlling member is shown in suc 
position that its first cam has depressed the con 
trol rod 88 against the tension of its spring 74. 
For a hereinafter explained reason, the control 
rods 68, 69, 70 and ai are so wide that they ex 
tend over three slots for the studs 34. In order 
to be able to perform the operation shown in 
figure 8, the studs 34 are inserted in the slots of 
the Estes 60, 61 in the manner shown in Figure 5. 
In Figure 2, the position of the carriage is such 
that the first series or group of studs 34 is below 
the control rods 68 to 71. With regard to these 
fols studs, the first, one has been depressed by 
the control rod 68, thereby rocking the double 
lever i7 and raising its stop 22 into operative posi 
tion in which it cooperates with the stop 51 of the 
chain so that the accumulator 1 is brought into 
Operative position relatively to its driving mem 
be's in the known nanner. If the lever 96 is now 
further rotated one division in the direction of 
the arrow, the second control rod 69 will be de 
pressed by the second cam of the controlling 
Cheiibar 5 while control rod 68 returns to normal 
position through the medium of its spring 74. By 
reans of the control rod 69, the next stud 34 of 
the first row will then be depressed whereby the 
counting mechanism 4 is brought into operative 
position. The rockable lever 17 of the first ac 
Curnulator has been retracted to normal posi 

Each of the side Walls 62, 68 carries is furthgs well tion again by the spring 43 upon the release of the 
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Consequently, by the stud for accumulator . 

rocking of the lever 96 in the direction of the 
arrow, all four studs of the first column may be 
successively depressed and the corresponding ac 
cumulators operated. The first column contain 
studs for accumulators 1, 4, 7 and 10. If the 
paper carriage is shifted to such an extent that 
the second vertical row of stops 34 comes under 
the control rods, the counting mechanisms 2, 5, 8 
and 11 will be operated during the same opera 
tion of the lever 96 and in the third column the 
counting mechanisms 3, 8, 9 and 12 will be op 

The line spacing is automatically effected as 
usual during the motion of the machine, for in 
stance, by the line spacing pawl 120 and the line 
spacing wheel 100 which is rigidly secured on the 
platen. It is advisable to provide a rocking lever 
101 which with its roller 102 ensures the accurate 
positioning of the platen in that this roller is 
pressed by spring 103 into the tooth spaces of 
the wheel. In the present case the wheel 100 has irteen teeth and the coupindii is there 
fore also provided with sixteen notches 93. 
The machine is specially designed or built for 

performing operations as shown in Fig. 6. For 
this reason, the coupling of the disk 91 with the 
platen is effected by the pawl 94 of the hand lever 
96. However, another coupling may also be pro 
vided which allows of a complete rotation of the 
coupling disk is compared with the above coul 
pling. If the controlling member 76 is then pro 
vided with sixteen cams, it will also be able to 
depress sixteen individual push rods so that all 
counting mechanisms of the drum can thereby 
be operated without a lateral movement of the 
paper carriage or stud earrier being necessary. 
As already stated, operations are to be chiefly 

performed on the machine which are shown in 
Figure 6 and for this purpose, only four control 
rods are required which are operated by the con 
trolling member 75; moreover, a fixed controlling 
member 104 is necessary which extends over four 
slots of the studs 34. 

In the position shown in Figure 1, the hand 
lever 96 is in its upright end position which is 
limited by a stop (not shown); the coupled lever 
is adapted to move four divisions in the direction 
of the arrow, whereupon the inclined can sur 
face 105 of the pawl 94 comes in contact with 
a pin 106 which is secured in the plate 84 and 
effects the uncoupling of the pawl '94. In the 
position of the lever 96 shown in Fig. , the first 
can of the controlling member 75 is in opera 
tive position and the first control rod 68 is there 
fore depressed. The second, third, and fourth 
cans operate the control rods 69, 70, 71 succes 
sively. There are three shifting movements 
from the first can to the fourth can and during 
the fourth shifting movement of the lever the 
fifth can is brought into operative position and 
extends over the entire width of the control rods 
and depresses all four control rods sinultane 
ously. By depressing all of the control rods by 
said fifth can, the vertical paper feed, and the 
corresponding platen rotation is no longer effec 
tive to control accumulator selection. The selec 
tion is then accomplished entirely under control 
of, and by columnar shift of the carriage. It 
will be observed that at all times the selection 
of accumulators depends on the depression of 
control members 68-71 coupled with the lateral 
displacement of the carriage which brings a par 
ticular row of prearranged control studs 34 to 
effective position depending on the arrangement 

than one-pin is provided in each column, the 

... whereby the stop 11 

3 
of studs 34. When any one of the first four 
cams on disc 75 is effective and its correspond 
ing slide 68-71 is depressed, certain predeter 
mined studs 34 will be effective, while others 
will be permitted to rise freely, and, therefore, 
will not control levers 33. When the fifth can 
of member 75 is effective, all pins 34 in any single 
row will be effective to control levers. 33. By 
providing a single pin in each column of control 
plates 60, 61, with said fifth can effective the 
selection of a totalizer will depend entirely upon 
the lateral displacement of the carriage. If more 

first pin, i. e. that nearest to stop 51 will be 
effective. The hand lever 96 is provided lateral 
y with an index 107 which moves over a scale 
108 having numerals or characters correspond 
ing to the counting mechanisms which are ren 
dered operative in the respective position of the 
ever 96. 
In order to be able to move the sheet to be 

to the hand lever 96, 
on the aihaft 92 

the two ends of the platen and steel bands 

into a guiding channel 
are secured to the 

bands ite united by a cross-p ece ch 
bears with its angular end 114 

15, of the paper. 

the platen itself, the steel bands 111 are either 
110 or forced out of same 

4. 
115 is moved up and down. The plates 84, 84, 
which carry the platen and also the shaft 92, 
are rockably mounted on screws 116 in the side 

drun, the loose ends of : 

When 
the hand lever 96-or by 

on the paper guiding plate 

() 
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members 62, 63 of the machine So that the platen 
can be moved away from the paper pressing roll 
ers 117. The paper carriage is designed in such 
a manner that a ledger or journal sheet may be 
placed on the guiding plate 118 and passed 
around the platen through the medium of 
the transport rollers 119 while accounts or bills 
to be filed in are placed in front of the platen 
which is turned back with the ledger sheet. 
The accounts or bills are then moved under the 
platen on to the guiding plate 115 until they 
come in contact with the stop 114 whereupon the 
roller is again moved into the position ahown in 
Figure 1 and the account or bill in front is now 
ressed by the rollers 117 against the roller or 

the edger sheet. This guiding of the 
known per se but it is new by being 
with the adjustment or setting of the 

counting mechanians. 
in order to on Operations according to 

gure 6, the studs 34 are placed in their holders 
as shown in Figure 5. The first row of studs 
corresponds to the column "Consumption" and 
contains studs for the accumulators 1, 4, 7 and 
10. In the second row, the studs are so arranged 
that the accumulators 2, 5, 8 and 11 are oper 
ated and this row corresponds to the column 
"amount'. The accumulators 3, 6, 9 and 12 are 
provided for the third row of studs of the col 
unn "Basic or meter charge" and the studs are 
set accordingly. The remaining four columns re 
ceive only one accurhulator each. For the pur 
pose of a better understanding, the numbers of 
the accumulators are bracketed beioW the items 
in Figure 6 and the numbers of the algebraic 
accumulators I and II are indicated at the top 
of the columns so that it is clearly obvious which 
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53 is printed in the column "Consumption'. 

4. 
accumulators must operate in the respective col 
umns. The added letter 'U' indicates the 
amount transferred from the algebraic accumu 
lators to one of the adding accumulators. On the 
drun. - 

The account sheet is inserted in the described 
manner until it comes in contact with the stop 
114. while the hand lever 98 occupies the position 
shown in Figure 1 and in which position the index 
107 points to "Gas' on the scale. In this posi 
tion, the first line of the account or bill is in 
printing position. Which is also designated "Gas'. 
The first item 137 is now entered in the machine 
and received by the algebraic accumulator I; 
the date may also be printed simultaneously with 
the said item. The paper carriage then moves 
into the next column and the item 84 is inserted 
and Subtracted from the algebraic accumulator I. 
The accumulator has been automatically shifted 
by the carriage novement to Subtraction and 
after the next carriage. escape heat, the difference 

this column, the first four studs 34 are under the 
control rods 68 to or 104; since, however, only 
control rod 68 is depressed, the accumulator 1 is 
actuated. During the addition, the item 53 is 
transferred to the accinulator and the alge 
braic accumulator is the again at zero. The 
paper carriage of Aoves into the column 
"Amount' and the algebraic accumulator II and 
accumulator 2 are operated, the algebraic accu 
mulator II by the stud 56 and the accumulator 2 
by the studi. 34 which is in the second roy of holes 
of the stud carrier owing to this stud being de 
pressed by the control rod 68 during the escape 
nent of the carriage. In the column 'Armount' 
the item 7, 95 is now printed which is therefore 
simultaneously received by the algebraic accu 
nulator I and by the accumulator 2. For the 
next columns, the algebraic accumulator II will 
always remain in operative position, and co 
Operate therein. With another accumulator. 
After the paper carriage is brought into the 
column "Basic or netsr charge', the amount 1.00 
is printed, which is sinuitaneously received by 
the algebraic accumulator II and accumulator 3. 
The return key of the machine is struck whereby 
the paper carriage is automatically returned to 
the starting position and the platen undergoes a 
line Spacing. During the return of the machine, 
the sheet has been shifted by the pavy 120 (Fig. 
4) to the line “Water' and owing to the positive 
connection of the lever 98 with the platen, the 
index 107 now points to “Water". The control 
rod 69 is depressed by the rocking movement of 
the hand lever 98 and the control rod 68 is re 
turned to normal position by its spring 74. The 
same procedure takes place as previously de 
Scribed and the sane algebraic accumulators are 
used in the respective columns as heretofore. In 
the columns "Consumption' and "Anouat' also 
"Basic and meter charge' the accumulators 4, 5 
and 6 are used instead of 1, 2 and 3, because the 
former are actuated by the depressed control rod 
69. When the last amount of the line Wester' 
is printed, the paper carriage is again returned 
and the platen is advanced one line. The con 
trol rod 70 is thereby depressed while the con 
trol rod 89 returns to, normal position. She wa 
rious items for lighting current are now inserted, 
of which those in the columns “Consumption', 
"Amount' also "Basic or meter charge' are re 
ceived by the accumulators 7, 8 and 9, whose 
studs are actuated by the control rod 70. The 
paper carriage moves into the column “Lamps, 
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flat rate' wherein the amount 2.50 is written 
which is received by the algebraic accumulators 
II as well as by the accumulator 13. The paper 
carriage now jumps into the column “Contact 
making clocks” wherein the amount 0.80 is print 
ed which is also received by the algebraic accumu 
lator II and by the accumulator 14. The studs 
34 of the accumulators 13, 14 are actuated by the 
fixed controlling member 104. The paper car 
riage is now returned to the starting position and 
a line Spacing is effected whereby the sheet is 
adjusted to "Power current'. The hand lever 
96 thereby undergoes a further rocking move 
ment in the direction of the arrow, the control 
rod 71 is thereby depressed and the control rod 
70 returns to normal position. In the same 
manner as before, the various numbers for “power 
current' are now entered. After the amount 2.00 
appears in the column "Basic and meter charge', 
the paper carriage moves into the column “Pay 
ment by instalments' wherein the accumulator 
15 is operated in addition to the algebraic accu 
nulator II. The amount 5.00 is printed therein 
and the algebraic accumulator I now contains 
the total of all amounts which have been printed 
on the bill or account. This total is now printed 
in the Column "Total amount' from the algebraic 
accumulator II and is simultaneously transferred 
to the accumulator 16. The algebraic accumula- . 
tor II is thereby again set to zero. The accumu 
lator 16 was brought into operative position as 
its stud 34 came under the fixed controlling men 
ber 104. While all amounts of the bill or ac 
count have been received by the algebraic accu 
mulator II and the total is now in the accumula 
tor 16, the accumulators 1, 4, 7 and 10 contain 
numbers 53, 3, 26, 53 of the column 
"Consumption'. 

All accounts are made out in the above de 
Scribed Inanner and when the work is done, the 
accumulators 1, 4, 7 and 10 contain the total 
amounts of the actual consumption of gas, water, 
lighting current and power current. The accu 
Faulators 2, 5, 8 and 11 contain the four totals 
of the amounts of these categories, the counting 
mechanisms 3, 6, 9 and 12 contain the four totals 
of the "basic and meter charges', the counting 
mechanisms 13, 14, 15 contain the actual totals 
for "lamps", "contact making clocks' and "pay 
Knent by instalment' while the accumulator 16 
contains the total of all amounts of the entire ac 
counts or bills. These amounts are now printed 
on the ledger sheet, the setting of the counting 
Inechanisms by the studs 34 having been made 
ineffective and the accumulators being selected 
by their keys. 

If the machine is to be operated only in hori 
Zontal rows, the lever 96 is turned back so that 
the pawl 94 is disconnected owing to the inclined 
face 105 bearing against the pin 106. As already 
described, all four control rods 68, 69, 70 and 71. 
are thereby depressed so that all studs, which 
are inserted in the plates 60, 61, are actuated 
during the movement of the paper carriage. 
The gist of the invention resides in the fact 

that owing to the accumulators being controlled 
in dependence on the shifting movement of the 
platen in connection with operations, as shown 
for example in Fig. 6, all the necessary counting 
mechanisms are automatically brought into op 
erative position by the motion of the machine. 
The line Spacing and the platen of the machine 
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imay also, be connected directly to the counting . 
mechanisms drum without departing from the 
inventive idea. 
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What I claims: 
1. A multiple counter calculating and regis 

tering machine comprising a rotatable drum and 
accumulators therein, a carriage and a platen on 
said carriage for feeding a writing sheet later 
ally and line, by line in the vertical direction, and 
means controlled by the platen in its line by line 
movement of the writing sheet to selectively pre 
sent the accumulators, in predetermined se 
quence, in Operative position. 

2. A nultiple counter calculating and register 
ing machine comprising a rotatable drum and ac 
cumulators therein, a carriage and a platen on 
said carriage for feeding a writing sheet lateral 
ly and line by line in the vertical direction, and 
means controlled in dependence of the line by line 
movement of the platen to selectively present the 
counting mechanisms, in predetermined se 
quence, in operative position, said means includ 
ing a plurality of movable studs, and members 
Operated during line by line movement of the 
platen to Operatively position the studs in groups. 

3. A multiple counter calculating and regis 
tering machine comprising a rotatable drum and 
accumulators therein, a carriage and a platen on 
said carriage for feeding a Writing sheet laterally 
and line by line in the vertical direction, means 
controlled in dependence of the line by line 
movement of the platen to selectively present the 
counting mechanisms, in predetermined sequence, 
in operative position, said means including a plu 
rality of novable studs, members operated during 
line by the movement of the writing sheet to Opa 
eratively position the studs in groups, and men 

5 
bers Operated by said studs during the lateral 
feed of the carriage to control the positioning of 
the counting mechanisms. 

4. A multiple counter calculating and register 
ing machine comprising a rotatable drum and ac 
cumulators therein, a carriage and a platen on 
said carriage for feeding a writing sheet lateral 
ly and line by line in the vertieai direction, means 
controlled in dependence of the line by line move 
ment of the platen to selectively present the 
counting mechanisms, in predetermined se 
quence, in operative position, said means includ 
ing a plurality of novable studs, and means op 
erated, in part, during the line by line feed move 
ment of the paten, and in part, during the lateral 
feed of the carriage to operatively position said 
studs, 

5. A multiple counter calculating and register 
ing machine comprising a rotatable drum and ac 
cumulators therein, a carriage and a platen on 
said carriage for feeding a Writing sheet laterally 
and line by line in the vertical direction, means 
controlled in dependence of the line by line move 
ment of the platen to selectively present the 
counting mechanisms, in predetermined sequence, 
in operative position, said means including a plus 
rality of movable studs, means operated, in part, 
during the line by line feed movement of the 
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platen, and in part, during the lateral feed of the 
carriage to operatively position said studs, and 
members operated by said studs to control the po 
sitioning of the counting mechanisms. 

JOEN . W. C.R.V. 


